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Here’s what readers are saying about Alice Hickey:
“Few books allow us to really feel what encounters with the psychic world are
like. Castaneda comes to mind, of course, and that is his enduring gift to us. Here
is a book that has that same power, but it is not set in the austere Sonora desert,
but the nutty, everyday world of poet Justin Spring who brings us smack into his
humpty-dumpty world of supermarkets, intuitives, treasure hunters, bars, poets,
preachers, Starbucks, pawnshops, drunks and dopers as he travels between
Florida, Sedona, California, Mexico, Panama, and the Florida Keys trying to
make sense of a series of psychic events triggered by a mysterious encounter with
psychic Alice Hickey. This is a book you won’t want to put down. It is visionary
in its scope and devilish in its pace.”
Scylla Liscombe
Poet, Dancer, Artist, Mystic

“This is a book that masterfully crisscrosses reality and fantasy until they blur into
each other completely. I would say the same for the writer and for most of the
characters portrayed, including myself. Maybe especially myself. It is a book that
shuttles back and forth from head to heart, never missing a beat. Welcome to the
world of the mystical. It is no more or less crazy and funny and engaging than the
world we call real life.”
Joan Adley
Performance Artist, Author, Intuitive
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ALICE HICKEY
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Author’s Foreword
The psychic world, the Other World, the world of the collective unconscious, the
soul’s world, is real. It is continually visiting us whether we want it to or not. The
central problem for us, as modern humans, is we’re not quite sure who, or what, is
visiting us. Or why. We don’t have the ready answers our forefathers did.
Nor did I. I was totally unprepared for what happened to me in March 2000, when
an elderly woman—a complete stranger—approached me and did something so
incomprehensible it completely upended my rational worldview.
Fortunately or unfortunately, depending on how you look at it, that
incomprehensible event triggered others. Inexplicable things started happening to
me that were not of this world. As disturbed and bewildered as I was by these
psychic intrusions, the poet in me decided to let what was happening unfold of its
own accord—as if it were a poem insinuating itself into the landscape of my
mind.
I also decided to record what was happening in somewhat the same way by giving
the Muse her head, which accounts for the somewhat serpentine movement of this
book. It is movement of which I have become very fond.
If those psychic intrusions had been the end of it, I probably would have gone
about my life pretty much as before, but with an increased awareness of how
mysterious our lives really are. That was not to be the case, however, because
nine months after those events a long, enigmatic poem that was completely
beyond my understanding suddenly came to me.
I couldn't get a grip on it until I realized it was a myth, although I was at a loss to
say exactly what kind of myth. What’s more, I couldn’t even rightly call it a
myth; after all, time is the great arbiter in that. All I can say is that it felt like a
myth. As I began to unwind its skein over the years, it indeed seemed to have
many of the characteristics of our ancient myths. Here is an excellent summation
of those characteristics by author Robert T. Mason in The Divine Serpent in Myth
and Legend:
“Myths are stories, usually, about gods and other supernatural beings. They are
often stories of origins, how the world and everything in it came to be in illo
tempore [Eliade]. They are usually strongly structured and their meaning is only
discerned by linguistic analysis [Levi-Strauss]. Sometimes they are public dreams,
which, like private dreams, emerge from the unconscious mind; they more often
reveal archetypes of the collective unconscious [Jung]. Myths are symbolic and
metaphorical, and they orient people to the metaphysical dimension, explain the
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origins and nature of the cosmos, and on a psychological plane, address
themselves to the innermost depths of the human psyche.”

The myth, which I called The Witnesses Log, had those same qualities, and spoke
of the same things, so it was clear to me it wasn’t just a lot of tasty, unconscious
gibberish. Yet we may have a difficult time accepting one of the things The
Witnesses Log says—that very early humans had a much different consciousness
than ours, one that was in constant interplay with the psychic world.
We see our current rational, self-reflective consciousness as one in which our
making sense of the world has become self-powered, needing only the physical
world and the application of reason as necessary for knowing.
But that is an illusion. That other, older way of knowing is still there beneath the
veneer of our modern consciousness, and it is as strong and as vibrant as ever.
Jung has taught us that, as have many thinkers before and after him. Our greatest
poets have taught us its power as well, but in a more fundamental, more intuitive
way, as poetry must.
Unfortunately, we have lost our taste for poetry because we have lost sight of the
soul, and with it we have also lost sight of the fundamental role of poetry: it is the
way that the soul, the unconscious, the unknowable, speaks to us. And here's the
really mysterious part—it's the way we speak back.
Poetry holds a special place in the pantheon of arts. It is the primal seed from
which all our other arts have come. Poetry, in its initial tribal form, was a fullblooded, communal oral poetry that contained other primal forms (mask,
movement, mime, music, song) that eventually developed into the separate arts
we have today: It is not only the most human of our arts, it is also the mother of
those arts.
It has been my experience, moreover, that when we allow ourselves to surrender
to something like that early, primal form of poetry—a form of poetry that was an
integral part of our early consciousness—it will speak to us in a way like no other.
In short, it will speak to us the way poetry should.
Poetry gives us a way of knowing that bypasses the traps of the rational mind and
strikes “zero at the bone.” It gives us a transcendent way of knowing that allows
us to feel truths that are beyond logic: Death is Life. Love is Pain. More than
anything, this older way of knowing tells us we are not a cosmic accident.
It is a way of knowing that has nothing to do with logic and facts, but everything
to do with the intimations of the soul, with the transcendent feelings that are
continually visiting us through poetry, continually whispering: We belong.
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